
SECRET NINJA

STORYTELLING



TOOLS
WRITING

Hi there! I'm Koru. Here's
some tools that will come

in handy when writing
your Secret Ninja

adventure.

Pen or pencil

Workbook, blank paper

SNS Trading Cards

A nature book for inspiration



AUDIENCE
IMAGINE YOUR

One of the most
important parts of

storytelling is
empathy.

While you write, it will
be helpful to think: what

does your audience
see, smell, hear and

think when they read or
watch your story?

1.



QUESTION

ASK A
B I G

2.
If you're stuck, try

asking 'What if'? Like,
what if the moon

went missing?

THIS IS WHERE YOU
CAN LET YOUR

IMAGINATION RUN
FREE!



A SETTING

3.
CHOOSE

"What about space? Or
a volcano would be

awesome!"

THE PLACE
WHERE YOUR
STORY WILL

UNFOLD



QUESTION
B I G

4.
ANSWER
YOUR

“Maybe the
moon is made of

cheese and all
the mice ate it?”

“Maybe the
Moon was stolen

by space
monsters.”

DON’T FORGET TO
WRITE ALL YOUR
IDEAS DOWN. AND

BE A LITTLE SILLY!



Where are we going? Why are we going there?

Who do we meet? what does it smell like?

(the big problem)



YOUR GOAL IS TO
SOLVE YOUR BIG

PROBLEM!

5.
NOW
LET'S
WRITE

Remember, as you
write, to always

think about your
audience. And have

fun!



The path to solving your big problem

move story



The path to solving your big problem | EXAMPLES

move story

Jump spin
Teleport, and arrive at the base of a massive

mountain. We're going on a treasure hunt!

Spider crawl Up the mountain.

Ninja Pose
All the colour drains from the world. What is

happening, Ninjas?

Ski jumps
There's a flash of colour and it races down the hill.

Maybe that's the person who stole the colour? Chase
them!



YOU DID IT!

NOW
LET'S REVIEW

6.

IT’S OK TO GO BACK
AND MAKE EDITS. IN

FACT, THAT’S A
REALLY IMPORTANT
PART OF WRITING! 

Great work! Sometimes it can
be good to take a break and
come back. You'll see your

story with fresh eyes. Why not
stretch your body, have
something to eat (I love

bananas) and come back to
look at your story a little

later?

“DO I WANT TO INCLUDE ANY
MORE MOVES?”

“CAN I ADD A SILLY MOVE OR
STORY TWIST?”

“DOES THE STORY MAKE ME
EXCITED?”

SOME QUESTIONS TO HELP YOU:



TIME TO

TRY
IT OUT

7. Woohooo! You did it. Now it's
time to show it to someone

else. This might be scary but if
you trust the person you're
showing, then you can talk

honestly to each other about
your stories and find ways in
which you can both improve.

Well done!


